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ABSTRACT 
Let E be a Banach function space over a c-finite measure space (f2. C./l). E’-the Kothe dual of E 
and let X be a reflexive Banach space, X*-the topological dual of X. We characterize relatively 
n(E(X). E’(X*))-compact subsets of a KotheeBochner space E(X) in terms of absolute continuity 
of certain seminorm defined on E’(X*). As an application, we obtain that a solid subset of an 
OrliczBochner space L;(X) is relatively m(L+ (X),L;‘(X’))-compact iff it is norm bounded in 
some Orlicz- Bochner space L”(X), where L” increases more rapidly than ;. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
The problem of characterizing of relatively weakly compact subsets of the space 
L ’ (X) was considered by many authors (see [5], [8], [lo], [I 11, [14], [24], [26]). 
J. Batt and W. Hiermeyer [3] characterized relatively o(L”(X). L”(X*))- 
compact subsets of a Lebesgue-Bochner space L”(X) for 1~ p < x8 and q 
conjugate top over a positive finite measure space. 
F. Bombal [4] showed that if (Q, C. 11) is a finite measure space and X has the 
RNP then a subset H of the OrliczzBochner space L;(X) is relatively 
cT(LG(X). L”‘(X’))- compact (p* = the complementary Young function) iff the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
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(i) H is norm-bounded, 
(ii) the set H(A) = {s, f(~)dp :f E H} is relatively weakly compact in X 
for every A E C, and 
(iii) limP(A)+O sup{sA (f(w),g(w))dp :f E H} = 0 for every g E P*(X*). 
J. Diestel, W.M. Ruess and W. Schachermayer [l l] found a characterization of 
weak compactness in a Kbthe-Bochner space E(X) whenever E is an order 
continuous Banach function space with L” c E c L’ for some probability 
space. It is shown (see [II, Theorem 3.2, Corollary 3.31) that for a subset H of 
E(X) the following statements are equivalent to relative weak compactness: 
(1) The set {I]f(.)]ix :f E H} of E is relatively weakly compact in E, 
and, given any sequence (‘&) in H, there exists a sequence (g,) with g, E conv 
{fk : k 2 n}, and such that (g,(w)) is norm convergent for a.e. w E R. 
(2) The set { ]lf(.)llx : f E A} of E is relatively weakly compact in E, and His 
relatively weakly compact in L’(X). 
In this paper we extend to the vector valued setting the well known criterion for 
relative a(E, E’)-compactness in a Banach function space E given in terms of 
absolute continuity of certain seminorm defined on the K&he dual E’ of E (see 
[18, Theorem 1.3.51, [19, Theorem 5.11). As an application, in case of a reflexive 
Banach space X, we characterize solid relatively a(Lp(X), Lp’(X*))-compact 
subsets of an Orlicz-Bochner space Lp(X) as norm bounded sets in some Or- 
1iczzBochner space L<‘(X), where the Young function $ increases more rapidly 
than the Young function cp. This result is the Bochner version of the Ando’s 
criterion for relatively a(Lv, LW*)-compact sets in an Orlicz space Lp (see [2, 
Theorem 21, [21, Theorem 2.51). 
Let (0, C, II) be a complete a-finite measure space, and let Lo denote the 
corresponding space of equivalence classes of all C-measurable real valued 
functions. Then Lo is a super Dedekind complete Riesz space under the order- 
ing ui d ~2 whenever UI (w) d UZ(W) p-a.e. on R. Let XA stand for the char- 
acteristic function of a set A. 
Let E be an ideal of Lo with supp E = f2, and let (1 . IIE be a Riesz norm on E. 
The complete space (E, /I . llE) is called a Banach function space or a Kiithe 
function space. The Kiithe dual E’ of E is defined by 
E’= VEL’: 
1 
;S lu(w)v(w)ldp < 00 
The associated norm ]I llE, on E’ is defined by 
llvllE, = sup 
{ ! ,s u(w)v(w)& : u E E, IIz&d 1 
It is well known that supp E’ = f2 and the inclusion E c E” holds and 
Ilull E,, d ll& for u E E (see [16, Chapter VI, $11). A Banach function space 
(E, 11 llE) is said to be perfect if E = E” and ]]u]]~ = ](u]]~,, for u E E. It is well 
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known that E is perfect if and only if the norm I/ lIE satisfies both the a-Fatou 
property and the a-levy property (see [16, Theorem 6.1.71). 
We will write A,\ 0 if (A,?) IS a decreasing sequence in C such that 
/l(A, pi A) + 0 for every set A E C with p(A) < 3cj. We denote by E,, the ideal of 
elements of absolutely continuous norm in E, i.e., 
EC, = {u E E : IIxA,,~E + 0 as A,,\0}. 
Let W II . IM b e a real Banach space, and let S.y and Bx denote the unit sphere 
and the closed unit ball in X resp. Let X* stand for the topological dual of X. By 
L”(X) we will denote the linear space of equivalence classes of all strongly C- 
measurable functionsf : fl+ X. For,f’ E L”(X) let us put 
,i(w) = ]i,f(~)lI~ for w E fI. 
The linear space E(X) = {f’ E Lo(X) :,f E E} equipped with the norm 
Il.fllE(X) = ll.rllE is called a Katlze-Bochner space (see [6], [15]). 
Now we recall some notions concerning the solid structure of E(X) (see [ 131). 
A subset H of E(X) is said to be so/it/whenever Il,f, (w)]],~ d I]fi(ti)ll,, I/-a.e. 
andf; E E(X),.fx E H implyf; E H. 
A seminorm p on E(X) is said to be solid whenever for ,f;.,f~ E E(X), 
1I.f; (~)ll.~ G llJZ(~)Ilx p-a.e. implies PM) G dfl). 
A solid seminorm p on E(X) is said to be uhsolutel~~ continuous whenever for 
each,f’ E E(X), p(X,&‘) ----) 0 as A,, ‘\ 0. 
The following description of absolutely continuous seminorms on E(X) will 
be needed (see [13, Theorems 5.1, 5.31). 
Theorem 1.1. For a solid seminorm p on E(X) the ,firllowing stutements NW 
equiwlent: 
(i) /3 is ah.solutel_v continuous. 
(ii) For erer~~ f G E(X) and E > 0 there exist 0 > 0 and A() E C \i,ith 
n(Ag) < YC such thut p(X~f) B &for /J(A) d S und p( xl.,\ .~,J’) G E. 
(iii) For a sequence (,Jl) in E(X).,<, (0) 0 in E implies p(f;,) + 0. 
For a linear functional Fon E(X) let us put for eachf‘ E E(X) 
/F](f) = sup{lF(h)l : h E E(X). ]]h(ti)]lx < ll.f’(tijlx /l-a.e.}. 
The set 
E(X)- = {F E E(X)# : IFI < x for all .f‘ E E(X)} 
will be called the order dual of E(X) (see [22]). (Here E(X)” denotes the alge- 
braic dual of E(X).) 0 ne can show that E(X)” coincides with the topological 
dual (E(X). ]I ]IECxi)* (see [22, Theorem 3.51). 
A linear functional F on E(X) is said to be order continuous whenever for a 
net (.f;r) in E(X),?;, io) 0 in E implies F(.f,) - 0. The set E(X); consisting of 
all order continuous linear functionals on E(X) will be called the order con- 
tinuous duul of E(X). 
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In view of the super Dedekind completeness of Lo we can restrict ourselves 
to the usual sequences (fn) in E(X). Moreover, we obtain that E(X),” c E(X)” 
(see [22, Theorem 2.31). 
From now on we will assume that the Banach space X* has the Radon- 
Nikodym property (RNP) (see [lo], [12, Chapter IV]). It is well known that X’ 
has the RNP whenever X is reflexive (see [ 10, Corollary 3.131). 
The following description of order continuous functionals on E(X) will be of 
importance (see [6, Theorem 4.1, Theorem 1.1 and (3) p. 24],[7, Theorem 3.51). 
Theorem 1.2 Assume that X* has the RNP. For a linearfunctional Fon E(X) the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) F is order continuous. 
(ii) There exists a unique g E E’(X*) such that 
F(f) = FR(f) = s (f(W),g(u))dp for all f E E(X). 
R 
Moreover, for each g E E’(X*) 
(1.1) Mf) = s Ilf~~~llxll~~~~llx~~~ for all f E E(X) R 
and 
(1.2) 
; (f(w)>g(w))& : f E E(X), Ilfll~~x, d 1 
= Il&~(x*, = II%. 
Let M be a I/ . I/,,-closed ideal of E’ with supp M = 0. Then M can be equipped 
with the associated norm llujIE, = sup{/ J, u(w)w(w)dpI : u E E, I/uIIEd 1). 
Thus M(X*) is a Kothe-Bochner space with the norm I]g]lMcp, = l]gllE, for g E 
M(X*). 
Assume that X* has the RNP. In view of Theorem 1.2 we have the dual sys- 
tem (E(X), M(X*)) under its natural duality: 
(f,g) =&(f) = i (fW&W~ forfE .W'),g E WX*). 
Using the Lebesgue dominant convergence theorem one can define a natural 
embedding 
j, : E(X) + M(X*),” 
by 
J&l(g) = ;‘; (f(w),g(w))dp for g E M(X*). 
We shall need the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.3. Let (E, 11 ljE) be a perfect Banach function space, and let a Banach 
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space X he rtlpexive. Assume that M is a I/ . IIE - I , c osed ideal of E’ kth supp M = 
R. Then 
Proof. Let K : X + X** stand for the canonical isometry. To prove that 
M(X*), cjM(E(X)), let Go E M(X*),. Since X is reflexive, X** has the RNP 
(see [lo, Corollary 3.13]), so by Theorem 1.2 there exists a unique ho E M/(X’*) 
such that 
Go(g) = J (g(w), h(w))dp for all g E M(X*). 
0 
Since K(X) = X** we can put fa(w) = /c- I (ho(u)) for cj g R. One can easily 
show that the function f0 is strongly C-measurable, and since IlfO(~)ii,~ = 
I/lz,~(~)l/~., for all w E Q, we get,fO E M’. But by [20,Theorem 0.11 M’ = (E’)’ = 
E, so.f;, E E(X). Thus 
Go(g) = J (fo(w),dw))dll for all g E M(X*). 
f2 
so Go =,j,~(.fh) E J.M(E(X)), as desired. 0 
The following Eberlein-Smulian theorem for the locally convex space 
(E(X), a(E(X), M(X*))) will be of importance (see [22, Corollary 5.3,Theorem 
2.61). 
Theorem 1.4. Let (E, I/ . IIE) be a per&t Banach function space and assume that 
the Banach space x* has the RNP. Let M he an ideul of El M.ith supp M = (1. 
Thenfijr a subset H of E(X) thefollokng statements are equivulent. 
(i) His relutively sequentially compact,for a(E(X), M(X*)). 
(ii) His relatively countably compactfor a(E(X). M(X*)). 
(iii) His relatively compactfor a(E(X). M(X*)). 
2. WEAKLY COMPACT SETS IN KGTHE--BOCHNER SPACES 
W.A. Luxemburg and A.C. Zaanen [19] obtained some criterion for relative 
CT(E. M)-sequential compactness in E, where M is a closed idea1 of E’. In this 
paper, following the idea of [19] and using the Eberlein-Smulian theorem for 
the locally convex space (E(X).a(E(X), M(X*))) (see [22]) we obtain an 
equivalent criterion for relative g(E(X), M(X*))-compactness in E(X) when 
X is a reflexive Banach space, and M is a jl /I,,-closed ideal of E’ with 
supp M = Sl. 
Theorem 2.1. Let (E, II . llE) b e a B anuch function space and assume that the Bu- 
nuch space X* has the RNP. Let M be a II . II,,-closed ideal of E’ M’ith supp M = 
R. Then for a solid, relatively a(E(X), M(X*))-compact subset H of E(X) the 
,functionul pH on M(X*) dejined_for each g E M(X*) 61, 
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PHk) = ;;; ; I u-(w), g(w)) I& 
is an absolutely continuous seminorm. 
Proof. Since His solid, for each g E M(X*) we get (see [22, Theorem 1.31) 
Thus PH is a seminorm because H is a(E(X), M(X*))-bounded. It is also seen 
that PH is solid. Since supp A4 = 0, there exists a sequence (fin) in C such that 
L?, l‘,z 0, p(J&) < cc and XR,, E M for n = 1,2,. . . (see [26, Theorem 86.21). 
Assume that the seminorm PH is not absolutely continuous, Then in view of 
Theorem 1.1 there exist go E M(X*), EO > 0 and a sequence (An) in C with 
p(&) < l/n such that either 
pH(xA,,gO) > &O for n = I,&. . 
or 
PH(x0\0”go) > Eo for n = 1,2, . . . 
Thus there exist either a sequence (fn) in H or a sequence (h,) in H such that 
(1) J (fn(u),go(w))dp > EO for n = 1,2,. 
An 
or 
(2) J (h,(w),go(w))dp > CO for n = 1,2,. 
n\a, 
ForeachA E Cletusputforn= 1,2,... 
v;(A) = s (f,(w),go(w))& and vi(A) = J (h,(w),go(w))&. 
A A 
Then v; and v,’ are countably additive set functions on C, absolutely con- 
tinuous with respect to the measure p. 
lo. Assume that (1) holds. By Theorem 1.4 H is relatively sequentially com- 
pact for a(E(X), M&Y*)), so there exist a subsequence (fk,,) of (fn) andfo E 
E(X) such that 
u;,,(A) = s (fk,,(wLgo(w))& + s (fo(w),go(w))& = v’(A) 
A A 
for all A E C, because XAgo E M(X*). Hence by the Vitali-HahnSaks theorem 
(see [9], [18, p. 201) the family {vi,, : n = 1,2,. .} is uniformly absolutely con- 
tinuous, so there exists SO > 0 such that for n = 1,2.. and A E C with 
P(A) d 60 
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Choose no E N such that l/nod SO. Then for n 3 no: ~(AL,,) < l/k,? < no, so 
,;r (fi,,(W)rgo(W)MJ G F- 
i.. 
But this contradicts (1). 
2”. Assume that (2) holds. Thus there exist a subsequence (h,,>) of (I?,,) and 
110 E E(X) such that 
u;,(A) = i @/,,(w)>go(w)ML - J (ho(~)*go(w))~lP 
A 
for all A E C, because XAgo E M(X*). Hence by thevitali-Hahn-Saks theorem 
the family { z~f,, : n = l> 2, .} is uniformly absolutely continuous, so there exists 
no~Nsuchthatforn= 1,2,... 
But this contradicts (2). 
This means that PH is absolutely continuous, as desired. 0 
Theorem 2.2. Let (E, I/ . IIE) he a perfect B anach function space and assume that 
m Banach space X is rejexive. Let A4 be a // II,,-closed ideal of’ E’ \t,ith 
supp A4 = Rand Iet H be a solid subset of E(X). Assume that thefunctionul pfi 017 
M(X*) definedfor each g E M(X*) b_~, 
is an absolutely continuous seminorm. Then the set H is relatively compact ,for 
rr(E(X). M(X*)). 
Proof. Since H is solid, for each g E M(X*) we have (see [22, Theorem 1.31) 
m(g) = sup S Ilf~~~llxll~~~~llx~~~ = sup .I (.f‘(w),g(~))d,~ 
/EH 12 fCH .r,, 
Hence the set fi = {,T : f E H} is (T(E, M)-bounded. Since M is norm funda- 
mental (i.e., ]]u]lE = sup { 1 sf, u(w)U(ti)dp 1 : 71 E M, IIollE, < 1} for each u t E 
(see [22, Lemma 5.1]), the set fi is bounded for I] (lE (see [18, Lemma 1.3.11). 
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Thus H c &(x)(r) = {f E E(X) : llfll ECXj d Y} for some Y > 0. Hence Ho 1 
~M(x*,(ll~) = {g E WX*) : IlgllM(x*, d l/r} (seeTheorem 1.2). Let (M(X*))* = 
(M(X*)> II . llM(x*))*~ and let us consider the dual system (M(X*), (M(X*))*). 
Then by the Banach-Alaoglu theorem Ho0 is g((M(X*))*, M(X*))-compact 
subset of (M(X*))* and Ho0 = abs conv jM(H)IS, where the closure is taken in 
(M(X*))* for the topology a((M(X*))*, M(X*)). 
We shall show that 
Indeed, let GO EI~~. Then for each g E M(X*) and E > 0 there exists 
fa E H such that lj,(fo)(g) - Go(g)1 d E. It follows that 
IGok)l d Ih( + E G s I(fo(U>dw)W + E. 
R 
Hence IGo d m(g), and since PH is an absolutely continuous seminorm on 
M(X*), by Theorem 1.1 Go E M(X*), =j~(E(x)) (see Lemma 1.3). Since 
,ix”);)c$(;(W) = WX*),” and o((M(X*))*, WX*))l,(,*)- = a(M(X*),“, 
* N we e 
where jmff” denotes the closure of EM in M(X*),” for the topology 
+4(X*);, M(X*)). Thus lmC’ is a g(M(X*),“, M(X*))-compact subset of 
M(X*),“, because em” is a a((M(X*))*, M(X*))-compact subset of 
(M(X*))*. 
It is easy to verify that the mapping 
jM : (E(X), dE(X), M(X*))) + (M(X*),“, dM(X*),“, M(X*))) 
is a homeomorphism. Thus 
and His relatively cr(E(X), M(X*))- compact. Thus the proof is complete. 0 
Now we are in position to present our desired result. 
Theorem 2.3. Let (E, 11 . llE) be aperfect Banach function space, and assume that 
a Banach space X is rejexive. Let M be a II IIE,-closed ideal of E’ with 
supp M = Q. For a solid subset H of E(X) the following statements are equiv- 
alent: 
(i) His relatively a(E(X), M(X*))-compact. 
(ii) The functional pH on M( X”) de$nedfor each g E M(X*) by 
PHk) = .;F; ,s 1 (f (‘J), g(w)) Ih 
is an absolutely continuous seminorm. 
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Now we prove two interesting consequences of Theorem 2.3 (see [19, Theorems 
5.2, 5.41). 
Corollary 2.4. Let (E; 11 llE) h r u perfect Band function space Itith 
supp (El),, = 0 und assume thut a Bcmach space X is reflexive. Then,fbr u subset 
H ofE(X) the ji,lloGng statements are equivalent. 
(i) SUP/t Hllf IIE(X) < 32. 
(ii) His relatively n(E(X), (E’),,(X*))-compact. 
Proof. (i) + (ii). Let H c BE(X)(r) for some r > 0. Assume A,,\ U, and 
g G (E’),(X*). Then by the Hiilder inequality 
Thus PB,,,-,jr)o(ud 4 0 because S E (E’),. By Theorem 2.2 the ball BE,Xl(r) is 
relatively a(E(X). (E’),(X*))-compact, and so is H. 
(ii)+(i). The set H is a(E(X), (E’),,(X*))-bounded, so by [22, Corollary 
4.61 its solid hull S(H) is also a(E(X). (E’),,(X*))-bounded. By [22, Theorem 
1.31 for each g E (E’),,(X*) 
= sup J’ ll.f~~~//.YIl~~~*/)Ii,~~~~~~ 
f c SIHJ 12 
Hence SUP/ c H I: IIf~~~llxIls~~~IIx*~~~ < Cl cx for each g E (E’),,(X’). This shows 
that the set I? = {,f :,f E H} is (T(E. (E/),)-bounded. Since the space (E’), is 
norm fundamental (see [22, Lemma 5.11) the set I? is bounded for // llE (see [18, 
Lemma 1.3.11), I.e., SUP~~HII fllsc,ur < x, as desired. 0 
Corollary 2.5. Let (E. I/ llE) heaperfect B unuchfimction spuce andussww thtrt 
II Banuch spuce X is refle.xive. Then JOr each ,fi, E E(X) its solid hull S(,f;,) = 
{.f’ E E(X) : 1I.f (w) II x d Il.M~~)/l.Y I’-Q.c>.I is CI relutivcl~. fl(E(X). E’( X’ ))-con1- 
pucr subset of E( X). 
Proof. For each g E E’(X*) we have 
= sup s Il.f~~~Ilxll~~~~ll*~~~~~ = I’ llfb(~)ll,~ll~(~)l~.~.rlj~. 
fES(h) R h 
To prove that the solid seminorm ps(fo, on E(X) is absolutely continuous, let 
A,, \ 8. Then 
PSdX~nd = ,s X,‘d-d&J)E(~)dP = IlXA,C.mLI 
so PS(jb) CXA,d + 0, becausej’og E L’. By Theorem 2.2 the set S(fo) is relatively 
G(X), E/(X*))- compact, as desired. 0 
3. WEAKLY COMPACT SETS IN ORLICZ-BOCHNER SPACES 
In this section, as an application of Theorem 2.3 we characterize solid, rela- 
tively a(Lp(X), Lp*(X*)) -compact subsets of an Orlicz-Bochner space LW(X) 
as norm bounded sets in some Orlicz-Bochner space Lc’(X). 
We first recall some notation and terminology concerning Orlicz spaces (see 
[17], [18], [23] for more details). 
By a Young function we mean here a map cp: [0, CX) -+ [0, m) that is convex, 
vanishing only at 0 and lim,,o cp(t)/t = 0, lim,,, cp(t)/t = 00. 
For a Young function cp we denote by cp* the function complementary to cp in 
the sense of Young, i.e., p*(s) = sup{ts - v(t) : t 2 0} for s 3 0. It is known 
that ip* is also a Young function and v** = cp. 
The Orlicz space generated by cp is the ideal of Lo defined by 
L3 = 
{ 
u E Lo : J cp(X(u(w)])ct~ < 00 for some X > 0 
R 1 
and equipped with two equivalent norms: 
lll4, = inf X > 0 : S cpb4~)llW~ d 1 
1 I 
, 
called the Orlicz norm and the Luxemburg norm resp. It is well known that 
both the norms ]I - lip and 111 . [(Iv on Lv satisfy the a-Fatou property and the 
g-Levy property (see [16, Theorem 4.3.71). Moreover, (Lp)’ = Lp* and 
(L”), = EV = 
C 
u E Lp : J p(Xlu(i~)l)dp < cc for all X > 0 . 
n 1 
The K&he-Bochner space P(X) = (f E Lo(X) : f E LF} is usually called an 
Orb-Bochner space and is equipped with the corresponding norms 
IlfllLqx, = Ilfll, and lllfllIL~(X, = IllfIll,. 
We shall say that a Young function $J is completely weaker than another cp, in 
symbols +!J U (p, if for an arbitrary c > 1 there exists d > 1 such that @(et) < 
dy(t) for t > 0. It is seen that cp satisfies the so-called Al-condition if ‘p a cp. It 
is known that the relation $J a cp implies that Lp c Ev’ holds (see [2], ]23, 
Theorem 5.3.11). 
We shall say that a Young function ip increases more rapidly than another $, 
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in symbols (;I + ~7, if for c > 0 there exists d > 0 such that c+(r) d (l/d)f(rlr) 
for t 3 0. Note that cp satisfies the so-called VI-condition iff p -+ p (see [2]). It is 
well known that ‘p satisfies the @-condition iff the Simonenko indice 
a, = lim inf, _ x (tcp’_(t)/cp(t)) > 1 (here p’_(t) denotes the left derivative of 
f) (see [23, Corollary 2.3.41, [25]). One can verify that for Young functions L’l 
and cp the relation cp a 1c, holds if $* -+ cp= holds (see [23, Proposition 2.2.41). 
The following characterization of absolutely continuous seminorms on 
L”(X) will be f o importance (see [ 13. Corollary 6.71). 
Theorem 3.1. Let y he (I Young function. Then@ u solid seminorm p on L;(X) 
the,follo\ving statements ure equivalent. 
(i) p is ubsolutely continuous on L+(X). 
(ii) There esistsu Youngfunction 1:) such that ~‘1 4 wundp(f’) 6 ~lll,fII1~., i,r-i,fo~ 
some number a > 0 undall f E L+(X). 
The next theorem presents conditions for cr(L’(X), L+‘(X*))-compact embed- 
dings of Orlicz-Bochner spaces. 
Theorem 3.2. Let X be u rejexive Bunuch space und assume that the measure 
space (R, C. p) is infinite and utomless. Let y? und p be Young,functions such thut 
L”‘(X) c L+(X). Then the,follo,cing statements are equivalent. 
(9 % +q. 
(ii) The embedding j : L”(X) pi L+(X) is a(L”(X). L+‘(X”))-compuct (i.e.. 
the unit hull in L”(X) is a relatively u(L+(X). LT^(X”))-compuct subset of’ 
Lj( X)). 
Proof. (i) + (ii). Since p -+ ?I], we have $* a $*, so L+’ c Ej’ = (L’.‘.),, (see 
[23,Theorem 5.3.11). Let BL, (x,(l) = {.f’ E L?‘(X) : ~f~.f’/l~L,.IX., d l}. Assume that 
g E Lj’( X”) and A,, \ 0. Then by the Holder inequality 
PB , ,,,dx.4,,d = sup s I(.f(~),xA,,(~)g(W))lU’lI : J’E bixj(l) 
R 
d SUP L ll.f‘~~~II~I/x.~,,~iJ~~~~~Il~.U’~~ : .f E B,, cx,(l) 
1 
Thus l)B,_> , \ ( I ) (xA,,g) + 0, because I: E (L”* ),,. By Theorem 2.2 the ball B,, , ,y, ( 1) 
is relatively o(Lq(X). L+*(X*))-compact. 
(ii)+(i). Since L<‘(X) c L”(X) we have L” c Ls, so L;’ c L’,“. It is en- 
ough to show that Lg* c E V* holds, because this inclusion implies (I,* Q ++ (see 
[23, Theorem 5.3.11) and hence p + ,dt. Indeed, let 1’ E L;’ and A,,\ Iii. Let 
g = I K* for some x* E Sx*. Since the Orlicz norm I/ Ilb., on L”’ is the asso- 
ciated norm of the Luxemburg norm 111 l/IL, on L”, by Theorem 1.2 we get 
x3 
= sup 
I! 
i (f(w),xA,(w)&))& : f E &q,)(l) . 
Since the unit ball B,,SC,J( 1) is relatively o(Lp(X), Lv* (X*))-compact, by Theo- 
rem 2.3 ~~xA,~~~~,,~ + 0  so w E (L$*), = Ed’*, as desired. q 
Corollary 3.3. Let cp he a Young function, and let X be a reflexive Banach space. 
Assume that the measure space (0, C, ,Q) is infinite (resp. finite) and atomless. 
Then thefollowing statements are equivalent: 
(i) ‘p satisfies the 72-condition (resp. vy-condition). 
(ii) The unit ball in P(X) is relatively a(LV(X), L”*(X*))-compact. 
Example. Let X be a reflexive Banach space and let the measure space (0, C, p) 
be finite and atomless. Let p(t) = e’-t-lfort30.Thena,=oo,socpsat- 
isfies the vy-condition. Thus every norm bounded subset of L+(X) is relatively 
o(L”(X), L”*(X*))-compact. 
Now we are in position to prove our desired result. 
Theorem 3.4. Let cp be a Young function, and assume that X is a reflexive Banach 
space. Then for a solid subset H of L’+‘(X) the following statements are equivalent. 
(i) His relatively o(Lp(X), L”*(X*))-compact. 
(ii) There exists a Young function $ with cp + 1c, such that H c LL”(X) and 
sup {Ilf IIpcx, :.f E HI < CQ. 
Proof. (i) + (ii). By Theorem 2.1 the functional PH defined on LY’(X*) by 
pH(g) = ;F; d I(f(wLdw))ld~ = ;y; L Ilf (~)llxlld~)llx~dl-l 
is an absolutely continuous seminorm. In view of Theorem 3.1 there exist a 
number a > 0 and a Young function $0 with $J,O a p* such that 
(1) p&g) d alll&~~,,~,~ for all g E L”*(X*). 
Putting ?I, = $J; we have cp = p** f 4; = $ and it is enough to show that 
H c L”‘(X) and sup { I/ f IILL.Cx, : f E H} d a. Indeed, let fo E H. Then by (1) for 
eachg E L”*(X*) c E”‘“(X*) 
(4 d Ilh(~)llxlld~NxJ~ d alllglllLch~X~ = 411~llltio. 
Let (fin) be a sequence in C with G, r Q and ~(0~) < CC for n = 1,2,. . Let 
w E LO’” and let us put for n = 1,2, . . . 
J”‘(W) = U(W) if Iu(W)lGn and w E R,, o 
elsewhere. 
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Then ,I(“) E Lp* for n = 1:2?. and /v(“)(w)I 1, Iu(uJ)~ for w E R. By applying 
the Fatou lemma and (2) we get 
(3) 
d a sup IIIJ”) 11111,, G a ll1741L~,,~ 
II 
Hencef;, E (L1’o) = Lv’i = LQ’ and since $I* = $0 by (3) we get 
IMIIP (X) = Ilfbll,a =
iI 
p(w)l?(w)& : %’ E L”“, ~~~7?~~~,,,, d 1 
1 
< u. 
Thus sup { Il.fll,_,,cx, :.f E Z} < x, as desired 
(ii)=+(i). Assume that H c L’,‘(X) and sup { jlJ‘ilL,,.Cx, :.f’ E H} = u < rx: for 
some Young function $ with QS + $I. Thus $* a y*, so L+’ c E 4’* = (L“' )(,. Let 
g E L+* (X”) and A,7 \ 0. Then by the Holder inequality 
G sup 
i 
J- ll.f~~~II,yl/~~,,~~~~~iJ~II~~~~~~ : .f’ E H (2 1 
G swllfll,, (x1 :.f E H) /lIx.~,,&~.~x~~ G aIllx~,,Slll, 4
Thus PN(x,+,g) + 0, because 2 E (L”*),,. By Theorem 2.2 the set His relatively 
a(L~(X), L”‘(x*))- compact, as desired. 
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